A n E w E Uro P E An AT L A S oF b r EEd i n g bi rdS
An exciting new challenge for European ornithology: providing vital data for science and conservation

Europ ean breeding bird Atlas 2 (EbbA2)
One of the most ambitious biodiversity mapping projects ever attempted

EBBA2 will cover:
5 years of fieldwork
50+ countries
500+ breeding species
5 000+ 50 × 50 km squares
50 000+ volunteer fieldworkers
Fieldwork is planned in all European countries
including European part of Russia, Caucasus
and Turkey, between 2013 and 2017.
European landscapes and biodiversity are changing rapidly. Farmland birds,
for instance, have declined as a result of changes in agriculture. There are however other drivers of change
in bird populations in Europe and we need up-to-date information to understand the changes and target conservation.
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The new Atlas is expected to document changes
in breeding distribution of all European bird species

Change map

Thousands of skilled volunteers will
contribute with field data collection
across Europe.

Loss
No change
Gain
Presence in EBBA2, not surveyed in EBBA1

Distribution of Sardinian Warbler (Sylvia melanocephala) and changes in comparison to the first atlas (simulated maps).

For more information contact: Dr Verena Keller | Chair of the EBBA2 Steering Group
verena.keller@vogelwarte.ch | www.ebcc.info/new-atlas.html
To make the atlas a success, we need your support:
FinancES • LogisticS • Fieldworkers • EQUIPMENT • promotion and publicity

The European Bird Census Council is an association of like-minded expert ornithologists co-operating in a range of ways to improve bird monitoring and atlas work and thereby inform and improve the management and conservation of bird populations in Europe.
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